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Abstract

BACKGROUND:

There are few applications of virtual reality (VR) in aphasia rehabilitation. EVA Park is an online VR platform developed with and for people with aphasia. Our research is testing its potential to host aphasia therapies.

OBJECTIVE:

Two case studies evaluated if delivery of Script Therapy in EVA Park is feasible and acceptable to participants, whether it improved production of trained scripts and promoted generalisation to untrained scripts, narrative speech and functional communication.

METHODS:

Two participants with aphasia received 20 hours of Script Therapy in EVA Park. Feasibility was assessed through session attendance, completion of practice and ratings of treatment fidelity. Acceptability was explored via post therapy interviews. The impact of therapy on script production, narrative production and functional communication was assessed through measures administered twice before therapy, immediately post therapy and at 5 weeks follow up.

RESULTS:

Participants attended at least 85% of sessions. Compliance with practice was good for one, but not the other. Fidelity ratings indicated that over 80% of core treatment components were fully present in recorded sessions. Participants expressed positive views about the intervention. Therapy significantly improved the production of words in trained scripts, with maintenance for one participant. Neither participant improved in the production of untrained scripts or personal narratives. One improved on the assessment of functional communication, but the margin of change was small.
CONCLUSIONS:

The study adds to the evidence that EVA Park can host a range of interventions and that this platform is acceptable to its intended user group.

Introduction

Tele-rehabilitation involves the use of internet technologies to deliver intervention remotely. It has been used successfully in aphasia therapy (Weidner & Lowman, 2020), with equivalent outcomes to face to face delivery (Cacciante et al, 2021). The majority of aphasia tele-rehabilitation studies employed synchronous videoconferencing (e.g., Øra et al, 2020; Pitt, Theodoros, Hill, & Russell, 2018; Woolf et al, 2016). Virtual Reality (VR) has been less explored. This involves a three-dimensional, computer simulation of a setting with which the user interacts. Online VR offers the efficiency benefits of remote delivery, but with added rehabilitation potential. For example, VR is known to promote a sense of presence, in which the user feels highly engaged with the simulated environment (Brown & Cairns, 2004; Cummings & Bailenson, 2016). This may add depth to the therapeutic experience, so promote learning and generalisation of skills. Virtual environments can be colourful and amusing, so might inject fun into rehabilitation.

VR has been employed to support people with a range of communication impairments (Bryant, Bruner & Hemsley, 2019; Cao et al., 2021; Repetto, Paolillo, Tuena, Bellinsona & Riva, 2020). The few applications in aphasia include the Virtual Reality Rehabilitation System (Maresca et al., 2019), VR delivery of Intensive Language Action Therapy (Grechuta et al., 2016; 2017) and conversational therapy (Giachero et al., 2020). Cherney and colleagues have developed programmes delivered by virtual therapists. These are head and shoulders animated figures, with realistic mouth movements, that lead users through speech and language exercises (Cherney & Van Vuuren, 2012).

EVA Park is the only multi-user, online VR world that was developed with and for people with aphasia (Wilson et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2016). This virtual island contains multiple locations,
such as houses and a town square. It is accessed from a regular computer, without a VR headset. Users are represented by avatars, which can be personalised for example with respect to clothing. Communication takes place in real time, mainly through speech, for which users employ headphones and a microphone. Messages can also be typed. Minimal language is needed to access EVA Park and users navigate their avatars either via a simplified keypad, or a limited number of keys on the computer keyboard.

EVA Park’s utility as a platform depends on its capacity to host a range of aphasia interventions. Two trials demonstrated feasibility for interventions targeting functional communication (Marshall et al, 2016) and group social support (Marshall et al, 2020). Case studies also investigated whether the platform could be used to deliver language therapies. Such single case data can explore feasibility and early stage modelling of a complex intervention (Craig et al, 2008) as well as outcomes for the individuals involved. We have already reported results from therapies that aimed to improve word retrieval (Marshall et al., 2018) and narrative (Carragher et al., 2020). Here we report on the use of EVA Park to deliver Script Therapy (Youmans, Holland, Munoz & Bourgeois, 2005).

Script Therapy aims to improve spoken discourse. Individual, word for word, scripts are developed, ideally based on the interests or functional needs of the person being treated (Cherney, Kaye, Lee & van Vuuren, 2015). Scripts are repeatedly practised in therapy, with the aim of achieving automatic production (Hubbard, Nelson & Richardson, 2020; Youmans et al, 2005). Generalisation tasks are often included, which aim to facilitate production of the script with different conversational partners or with varied content (Goldberg, Haley & Jacks, 2012; Youmans et al., 2005).

A recent review identified 22 studies of Script Therapy involving people with non-progressive aphasia (Hubbard et al., 2020). In almost all studies the production of words in trained scripts improved after therapy, with maintenance of gains. Many studies also reported an increase in speech rate (e.g., Ali, Rafi, Ghayas Khan & Mahfooz, 2018; Cherney, Halper, Holland & Cole, 2008; Goldberg et al., 2012; Lee, Kaye & Cherney, 2009; Youmans et al.,2005). Generalisation was
variously measured. For example, some studies reported improvements in the production of untrained scripts (e.g., Bilda, 2011; Fridriksson et al., 2012) or in spontaneous speech and functional communication (Nobis-Bosch, Springer, Radermacher & Huber, 2011).

Script Therapy can be provided face to face by a therapist (e.g., Ali et al., 2018; Youmans et al., 2005) or through self-directed practice (e.g., Bilda 2011; Fridriksson et al., 2012; Grasso, Cruz, Benavidez, Pena & Henry, 2019). It has been delivered remotely using videoconferencing technology (Goldberg et al., 2012; Rhodes & Isaki, 2018) and via AphasiaScripts, a computer administration delivered by a virtual therapist (Cherney et al., 2008; 2015; Cherney, Braun, Lee, Kocherginsky & van Vuuren, 2019; Cherney & van Vuuren, 2022; Lee et al., 2009).

This study explored whether Script Therapy delivery was feasible in EVA Park and acceptable to those receiving the intervention. Although VR practice of Script Therapy has been explored through AphasiaScripts, the opportunities offered in EVA Park are different. Here therapy is hosted in a virtual world that allows synchronous, real-time interactions. Therapeutic practice can be conducted in relevant settings in EVA Park and followed up with situated open conversation. For example, talk about gardening can take place in the EVA Park greenhouse. It was hypothesised that these opportunities might stimulate learning and the generalisation of skills to untrained scripts, spontaneous speech and functional communication.

The study addressed the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1 Is the delivery of Script Therapy feasible in EVA Park, as indicated by compliance and fidelity data?

RQ2 Is the delivery of Script Therapy in EVA Park acceptable to participants as indicated by interview data?

RQ3 Does Script Therapy delivered in EVA Park improve the production of trained scripts, in terms of the % of script related words and speech rate? Are gains maintained at follow up assessment?
RQ4 Does Script Therapy delivered in EVA Park improve the production of untrained scripts?

RQ5 Does Script Therapy delivered in EVA Park produce improvements in spontaneous, narrative speech and on a measure of functional communication?

Method

Ethical clearance was given by the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Health Sciences, City, University of London (LCS/PR/Staff/16-17/04). Participants gave written consent, using materials designed to be accessible to people with aphasia (Rose, Worrall, Hickson & Hoffmann, 2012). Recruitment and data collection took place between August 2016 and January 2017 (participant 1: Keats) and between December 2018 and May 2019 (participant 2: Austen).

Participants

Keats and Austen (Pseudonyms) were recruited. They met the following selection criteria: aphasia following a stroke that occurred at least 4 months prior to the study; fluent pre-stroke users of English (both were monolingual); not receiving speech and language therapy elsewhere during the study; no severe impairments of hearing or vision and no additional diagnosis affecting cognition. As the facilitation techniques for Script Therapy involve repetition, they were required to score above 50% on the single word repetition subtest of the Comprehensive Aphasia Test (CAT 12; Swinburn, Porter & Howard, 2004). Repetition of complex words (CAT 13) and sentences (CAT 16) was also screened. They needed to demonstrate poor connected speech (screened via the CAT picture description task and clinical judgement) and be motivated to improve this aspect of their aphasia.

Participant details are provided in Table 1 and connected speech samples are in Table 2. Both participants met the selection criteria with respect to single word repetition. However, Keats showed poor repetition of complex words and sentences (CAT subtests 13 & 16).

(Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here)
Design

The study employed a single case repeated measures design, in which data from each participant were analysed separately. Assessments were administered at four time points (T1 – T4) each separated by a period of five weeks. Therapy was administered between T2 and T3. Thus, each participant was assessed twice before therapy, providing a double baseline, once immediately after therapy and once five weeks later (follow up). Assessments were administered face to face (i.e. not in EVA Park) by a non-treating therapist in the case of Keats and by a non-treating student of speech and language therapy in the case of Austen. Assessments were filmed and scoring of the assessments was conducted blind to time point. This was accomplished by presenting the films in random and blinded order to the scorer (who was not the assessor).

Measures

RQ1 Feasibility of delivering Script Therapy in EVA Park was assessed through compliance and fidelity data. The percentage of treatment sessions attended and completion of generalisation practice was recorded (via self-report). Eleven treatment sessions (27.5% of the total) were filmed, 7 with Keats and 4 with Austen. These films were subject to fidelity checking, conducted by two students (authors PT and KC), who were not otherwise involved in the project. A checklist of core treatment components was devised, based on the therapy protocol (see Supplementary Materials 1). Each student rated the 11 recorded sessions of therapy against the list, indicating whether a component was fully present, partially present, absent or not applicable. The latter rating was given if a component was not relevant to an observed session. For example, rehearsal of previously practised scripts was not relevant in early sessions. The ratings provided a fidelity score for treatment delivery (the percentage of rated components that were fully present). Inter-rater reliability of the checklist was assessed, using Cohen’s Kappa statistic.

RQ2 To explore acceptability, each participant was interviewed by their non-treating assessor at T3. Questions covered views about EVA Park, navigational aspects, being represented by an avatar,
receiving therapy in EVA Park, relationship with the treating therapist, and any perceived benefits
from therapy. Eleven questions also elicited rating responses. Interviews were recorded and
transcribed. Data were analysed thematically (Braun & Clark, 2006).

RQ3 & 4 Five personalised scripts were developed with each participant prior to T1 (see below). An
elicitation question for each was also agreed, for example: ‘Can you tell me what you would say to
introduce yourself at the stroke group?’ At each assessment point, participants were asked to
produce the five scripts, in random order, in response to the elicitation questions. No further cues
were given, beyond invitations to continue.

Two scores were extracted from the scripts at each assessment point. One was the percentage of
script related words. This was the number of words produced from each script expressed as a
percentage of the total word count. All words were counted, i.e., content and function words. Only
verbatim realisations were scored (e.g., not synonyms). Phonetic/phonological errors were
accepted, providing these were recognisable attempts at the target. The other score was the speech
rate. The time taken to produce each script was recorded, extracting any time taken by the tester.
The total number of words produced in that period was recorded and expressed as a word per
minute (wpm) score. In line with previous research (e.g., Youmans et al., 2005) any real word
contributed to the wpm score, not just script words. Scripts were trained in a random order until a
criterion was reached (see intervention section). Keats was accordingly trained on two scripts and
Austen on four. Scores were therefore available on both trained scripts (RQ3) and untrained scripts
(RQ4).

RQ5 A sample of connected speech was taken at each assessment point in the form of a personal
narrative. Each participant was asked to recount a story that was personally meaningful, using
consistent, scripted prompts. No time limit was imposed. If production was limited the participants
were encouraged to continue or add more information. Samples were recorded and transcribed and
3 measures were extracted, using criteria from the Quantitative Production Analysis (Rochon,
These were: Number of words; Number of utterances; Number of well-formed sentences.

Communication Activities of Daily Living (CADL-2, Holland, Frattali & Fromm, 1999) was administered at each assessment point to investigate any changes in functional communication.

**Script Development**

Following recommendations in the literature (Holland, Halper & Cherney, 2010) personally relevant scripts were developed with each participant. Participants were invited to think about different communication scenarios in their lives and evaluate them for importance and difficulty. From this discussion five scenarios were prioritised for each participant, which formed the basis for their scripts. For example, one of Austen’s scripts focussed on her FaceTime conversations with her grandsons; while Keats developed a script for talking with stroke survivors which was important for his hospital volunteering role. The wording of each script was drafted by the treating therapist, with the participants giving direction and feedback on each phrase. Austen’s scripts were also reviewed by her husband, who confirmed that the wording reflected what she might have said pre-stroke.

Script development took place face to face, not in EVA Park, over one session.

**Intervention**

Prior to the intervention, EVA Park was set up on each participants’ home computer. They also developed their avatar, making choices about all aspects of appearance. Each participant was given about 30 minutes training in how to use EVA Park. Set up, avatar creation and training was supported face to face by the treating therapist or the student/therapist assessor.

Participants were offered 20, one hour intervention sessions over 5 weeks (4 sessions per week). Sessions were delivered 1:1 by authors JB and ND. All sessions were delivered in EVA Park, with the participant and therapist represented as an avatar. Participants worked at home and the treating therapist worked either from their home (JB) or from the University (ND).
Scripts were randomly assigned a number between 1 and 5, which determined the order in which they were trained. The training protocol was developed from published accounts of Script Therapy (Youmans et al., 2005; Goldberg et al., 2012). Each script was worked on one phrase at a time. First the therapist modelled each phrase for repetition. This was followed by choral reading in which the therapist and participant read the phrase aloud together. Then the participant produced the phrase without the therapist. Problem words, that were not achieved, were cued via repetition, first phoneme cues or syllabic segmentation. Once achieved they were repeated 5 times before the whole phrase was practised again. EVA Park contains a note card facility, which allows written material to be available on the screen. This was used to provide the written text of scripts while they were being practised. The therapist also used an Instant Messaging facility in EVA Park, to type problem words as they were being rehearsed.

Each phrase in a script had to be achieved independently at least 10 times, before progressing to the next phrase. Mastery of a script was defined as 10/20 independent productions of the whole script. Once this was achieved, the next script was introduced. Previously mastered script(s) were revisited at the end of each session, to promote maintenance of learning. Keats received training on two scripts, reaching criterion on one. It took 12 sessions for him to reach criterion. Austen received training on 4 scripts, reaching criterion on three. The number of sessions taken by Austen to reach criterion on each script ranged between 4 and 6.

Generalisation Practice

Scripts were practiced in varying locations in EVA Park. Both participants were required to practice their scripts with different conversation partners. Keats received one session a week in EVA Park with a student of speech and language therapy (this was included in the 20 hours of intervention) with whom he rehearsed his scripts. Austen was encouraged to practise her scripts outside EVA Park with her husband. She received a text message of her current script and was asked to practise this for 15 minutes per day.
Participants also had the option to rehearse their script with ‘Ruby Robot’. Ruby Robot was an automated avatar in EVA Park. When encountered she offered an opportunity to practice, with a pre-recorded invitation: ‘Hello, I’m Ruby Robot. Do you want to practice your script with me?’ No further facilitation or feedback was provided, e.g., Ruby Robot did not employ speech recognition and did not contribute to any dialogue. Participants were made aware of Ruby Robot, and her limitations. She appeared with a label, which identified her as a robot.

Script training was supplemented with at least 10 minutes of open conversation per session. This focused on topics that were both related and unrelated to the scripts. Appropriate settings in EVA Park were employed for the practice. For example, a conversation about cooking took place in the EVA Park house kitchen.

See Supplementary Materials 2 for a description of the intervention based on the Template for Intervention Description and Replication (TIDieR; Hoffmann et al., 2014).

Results

RQ1: Feasibility

Both participants completed all stages of data collection. Keats attended all scheduled therapy sessions. Austen missed three, one due to ill health and two because of internet connectivity problems. Keats attended all practice sessions with the student of speech and language therapy and also carried out independent practice, in which he listened to recordings of his script (produced by the therapist) while driving his car. Austen in contrast, indicated that she rarely practised outside the therapy sessions, despite being invited to do so with her husband. Both reported that they made no use of Ruby Robot.

132 treatment components were assessed for fidelity (12 components over 11 sessions). Of these, 14 were rated as not applicable; 81.4% of the remaining components were rated as fully present, and a further 14.4% were rated as partially present. Fidelity scores for individual sessions ranged
from 72.7% to 91.6% (percentage of components that were fully present). All sessions were independently rated by two assessors. Percentage agreement between the two raters was 81.8%. The Kappa value was .63 (p<.001). According to the benchmarks set by Landis and Koch (1977) this equates to ‘substantial agreement’.

RQ2: Acceptability

Four main themes emerged from the interview data and associated ratings (see table 3). The first theme related to the overall response to EVA Park. Here the ratings and views of both participants were extremely positive:

‘It’s amazing. It’s really happy’ (Keats)

‘Experience is amazing’ (Austen)

Both participants indicated that they would recommend EVA Park to other stroke survivors with aphasia. Austen enjoyed using EVA Park even when she was on her own. This was not true for Keats who gave a low rating for lone use. His main criticism was the lack of company:

Keats: Nothing. I can be ... You can go ... computer, nothing. Nobody there.

The second theme related to the experience of receiving therapy in EVA Park. Again this was highly rated, with associated positive comments. Keats singled out his therapy sessions as the most enjoyable aspect of the experience:

Keats: One hour when the computer, er, lady, lady ...

INT: So you liked the therapy sessions more than anything?

Keats: Yes.

Austen flagged her therapist for praise, describing her as ‘brilliant’
Keats indicated that he would value more features in EVA Park to support independent practice of his scripts, such as audio recordings. He described having to record himself using his phone. He also found the therapy sessions tiring:

‘It’s ... one hour. She’s talking. She’s .. bloody ... knackered [points to self]. My ... I was ... I was sleeping. After’ (Keats)

The third theme related to usage and technical features. Navigational aspects, such as moving the avatar, and using the mouse caused no difficulties. There were no negative responses to being represented by an avatar. Both participants identified some technical problems, Keats with sound during early sessions and Austen with internet connectivity.

The final theme related to perceived impacts of the intervention. Both participants detected changes in their communication, e.g.:

‘sSpeech flows better’ (Austen)

‘It’s ... it’s talking. It’s ... it’s ... it’s really happy’ (Keats)

Keats also gave an example of being able to use one of his scripts at his stroke group.

(Insert Table 3 about here)

**RQ3 & 4: Improvement in trained and untrained scripts**

Table 4 reports the percentage of script related words achieved on each script at each time point. Taking Keats first, the table suggests that the production of words in treated scripts increased at T3 (immediately post therapy), but this gain was not maintained at T4. This was tested statistically by using McNemar chi square to compare the number of correct words achieved across the treated scripts at paired time points. The analysis revealed no significant difference over the baseline period (T1 vs T2 McNemar chi square p = .15), but a significant increase following therapy (T2 vs T3, McNemar chi square, p <.001). This increase was not maintained at T4 (T2 vs T 4, McNemar chi
A similar analysis was carried out on the pooled data from the untreated scripts. Here none of the findings was significant (T1 vs T2, McNemar, \( p = .45 \); T2 vs T3 McNemar chi square \( p = .34 \); T2 vs T4, McNemar chi square \( p = 1 \)). Thus, Keats demonstrated a significant improvement in the production of script related words. However, this improvement was confined to treated scripts and was not maintained at the follow up assessment.

Turning to Austen, across the pooled treated script data there was no change in the number of correct words over the baseline period (T1 vs T2 McNemar Chi Square \( p = .344 \)). Scores rose significantly at T3 (T2 vs T3 McNemar Chi Square, \( p < .001 \)) and this change was maintained at T4 (T2 vs T4 McNemar Chi Square \( p < .001 \)). The realisation of words in the one untreated script did not change significantly over time (T2 vs T3, McNemar chi square \( p > .5 \); T2 vs T4 McNemar chi square \( p > .5 \)). Thus, Austen demonstrated a significant and well-maintained improvement in the production of script related words, but this was confined to treated scripts.

Speech rate data are also reported in Table 4. These were explored descriptively. Keats’ rate increased on one treated script at T3 (Script 1) but not on the other (Script 2). His speaking rate on the untreated scripts was similarly variable. Two were produced more fluently immediately after therapy (Scripts 4 and 5), but one was not (Script 3). His speaking rates at T4 showed little change from the baseline values. Austen’s speech rate increased at T3 and T4 on two treated scripts (Scripts 2 and 4). However, this was not the case for the other two treated scripts (Scripts 1 and 3), or for the untreated script (Script 5). Thus, Script Therapy did not consistently impact on the speaking rate of either participant.

RQ5: Improvements in narrative speech and functional communication

Table 5 reports the three analysed values from the personal narratives. These data offer little evidence of therapy induced change, for either participant.
Table 6 reports results from CADL-2 (Holland et al, 1999). A therapy effect cannot be argued for Keats. Austen’s raw score increased by 7 points at T3, following a stable baseline, and that gain was maintained at T4.

Discussion

The first research question asked whether delivery of Script Therapy in EVA Park was feasible. Results were positive. In terms of compliance, one participant attended 100% of scheduled sessions and the other 85%. These figures exceed typical attendance rates for NHS outpatient appointments, which between 2009 and 2019 ranged from 78.2% to 81% (NHS Digital, 2019). The main reason for non-attendance in this study was failed internet connectivity. Such problems have been recorded in other studies of remote intervention (e.g., see Øra, Kirmess, Brady, Sørli, & Becker, 2020).

Compliance with generalisation practice was only achieved by Keats, largely because it was supported by a student of speech and language therapy. However, he also carried out independent practice using recordings of his script. Austen was invited to practise her scripts outside EVA Park with her husband, but rarely did so. Austen’s husband often supported her access to EVA Park during therapy sessions. It is possible that further involvement in the generalisation practice was too demanding. Family supported homework showed poor compliance in a previous study (Rhodes & Isaki, 2018), suggesting that this is an insecure basis for script practice. It is also important that treatment does not have adverse side effects with respect to carer burden. Ruby Robot was not used for practice by either participant, possibly because of her un-responsive nature. Comments made by Keats during his interview suggested that modifications to EVA Park could promote self-initiated practice, such as the availability of audio recordings of scripts.
The fidelity data indicated that delivery of Script Therapy within EVA Park did not induce drift from the protocol. Excellent treatment fidelity has been demonstrated in previous administrations of Script Therapy (e.g., Grasso et al, 2019), possibly reflecting the highly prescribed nature of the intervention. In line with previous findings (Marshall et al, 2018) our data show that well established aphasia therapies can be delivered as intended within the environment of EVA Park.

The second research question asked whether delivery of Script Therapy in EVA Park would be acceptable to participants. The answer to this was ‘yes’. In line with previous intervention studies involving this platform (Amaya et al., 2018; Marshall et al., 2018) participants rated the experience of receiving therapy in EVA Park highly and felt a strong connection with the treating therapist. Technical problems were flagged, but these did not undermine the overall experience for either Keats or Austen. Both participants in this study perceived changes to their speech as a result of the intervention. This is consistent with previous studies of Script Therapy, which documented self-reported changes in communication as elicited through interview (Cherney, Halper & Kaye, 2011) or questionnaire responses (Rhodes & Isaki, 2018).

The remaining research questions concerned the impact of therapy on participants’ script production, spontaneous speech and functional communication. Previous studies of Script Therapy have consistently reported improved production of the words in trained scripts (Hubbard et al, 2020), with most reporting maintenance of gains (e.g., Ali et al., 2018; Bilda 2011; Goldberg et al., 2012; Grasso et al., 2019; Youmans et al., 2005). In the current study production of trained scripts similarly improved, but maintenance at five weeks follow up was only achieved by Austen. It was also striking that Austen reached criterion on more scripts than Keats. In order to reduce burden, participants’ language and cognition was not extensively tested pre-therapy. It is therefore difficult to hypothesise about why they responded differently to therapy. The speech samples (Table 2) and personal narrative data (Table 5) indicate that Keats had more extensive discourse production than Austen at baseline. In line with this, his scripts were longer than hers (see samples in Supplementary
However, his CAT repetition scores were impaired, particularly with complex words and sentences (see Table 1). Given the role of repetition in Script Therapy, this factor may have been crucial.

A further limitation was the lack of change in speech rate. However, this has not been consistently demonstrated in previous studies of Script Therapy, particularly when aphasia was severe (Lee et al., 2009). Generalisation of gains to untreated scripts was achieved in some previous research (Bilda, 2011), but was not always shown or measured (e.g., Cherney et al., 2008; Grasso et al., 2019). In the current study, performance with untreated scripts remained unchanged for both participants.

There was no evidence of change in spontaneous speech for either Keats or Austen, as assessed by a personal narrative task. The measure of functional communication (CADL-2) was unaffected for Keats, but did improve following therapy for Austen. Her gain was also maintained at follow up. However, the change was modest and could not be assessed for clinical significance, making it difficult to draw strong conclusions.

It was hypothesised that situating Script Therapy within the simulated environment of EVA Park might promote generalisation of skills. In fact, there was little evidence of this. A previous intervention study using EVA Park did achieve significant change on a measure of functional communication, but included more one to one conversational practice and a weekly group conversation session (Marshall et al, 2016). It is possible that incorporating these additional components into EVA Park Script Therapy would enhance functional gains.

Future studies might explore whether treatment effects could be augmented through adjustments to the VR environment or other aspects of delivery. As suggested by Keats in his interview, enhancements to the platform might support independent practice. Such enhancements might include further interactive features, or arming Ruby Robot with speech recognition so that she can provide feedback. Creating greater synergy between script content and the contextual opportunities on offer within EVA Park might also be productive, so that language is practised in a range of
appropriate settings. Keats’s results also suggest that constraining the length of scripts may be important, although recent findings from Cherney and van Vuuren (2022) suggest that learning is promoted by adding to the linguistic complexity of target scripts. Thus, therapists may need to balance length, linguistic complexity and variety in the generation of scripts. The multiple settings of EVA Park, and opportunities for interactive communication afforded by the platform, offer a natural context for achieving this balance. As the therapist was represented by an avatar, participants lacked a visual articulatory model of their scripts. Although they did not comment on this negatively during the interviews, it may have affected outcomes, for example with respect to the time taken to reach criterion on trained scripts. Providing visual models during speech practice, for example through avatars with authentic mouth movements, might enhance gains. As argued above, the therapy protocol might also be augmented with further opportunities for one to one and group conversation practice.

Several limitations of this study need to be acknowledged. The time from data collection to publication has been extensive, mainly because of the Covid pandemic. However, Script Therapy is still a focus for research (Cherney and van Vuuren, 2022; Quique, Evans, Ortega-Llebaria, Zipse & Dickey, 2022) making our data current. Our assessors were not blinded to timepoint, although scorers were. As already suggested, further baseline testing could augment our understanding about candidacy for the treatment. Above all, these preliminary, single case results cannot be generalised to the wider population of people with aphasia.

Despite the limitations, the study adds to the evidence that Script Therapy can be provided remotely, in this case by an interactive VR technology. Alongside other papers (Carragher et al., 2020; Marshall et al., 2016; Marshall et al., 2018; Marshall et al., 2020) our findings show that EVA Park can be used to deliver a range of interventions and that it is enthusiastically received by its intended users. Events of the Covid pandemic have underscored the need for remote healthcare delivery. The EVA Park platform is a prototype, so further developments are required before the
platform can be widely applied in clinical practice. Nevertheless, our findings show that remote VR might usefully augment mainstream aphasia therapy.
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Table 1: Participant Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym (gender)</th>
<th>Age at Recruitment</th>
<th>Stroke Information</th>
<th>Time Post Stroke (Months)</th>
<th>Pre-stroke Occupation</th>
<th>Aphasia (clinical judgement)</th>
<th>Repetition Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keats (M)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Left hemisphere; Right hemiplegia</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Business owner</td>
<td>Moderate/Severe Non fluent</td>
<td>CAT 12: 23/34 (71.9%) Combined score (CAT 12, 13 &amp; 16): 24/50 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austen (F)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Left Hemisphere; Right Hemiplegia</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>Moderate/Severe; non fluent</td>
<td>CAT 12: 34/34 (100%) Combined score (CAT 12, 13 &amp; 16) 43/50 (86%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Spoken Picture Description Samples (CAT; Swinburn et al, 2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keats</th>
<th>Austen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The er sleep on the .) erm sleep the (1.5) uh book (. (unintelligible) there [point to the book and gestures falling] (1) cat got the (. fish (1.5 er (unintelligible) walking the er (1) cup of tea and the no (unintelligible) er with the (2.5) er open the (1) tea got the (1) so that one [points to child]</td>
<td>Asleep (. and books and a cat and a boy (. grandad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Ratings (1 = did not like; 5 = like) for participants’ experience of EVA Park

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rated area</th>
<th>Keats</th>
<th>Austen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall enjoyment of EVA Park</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of EVA Park on your own</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive features of EVA Park (e.g. making the donkey bray)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being in EVA Park with the therapist</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy in EVA Park</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving your avatar</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the keypad</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the mouse</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall rating for your avatar</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using avatar gestures</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No rating provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being in control of your avatar</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Script 1</td>
<td>Script 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Script</td>
<td>Rate:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Words per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>57.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>46.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>84.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>45.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Script</td>
<td>Rate:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Words per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>38.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>23.81</td>
<td>41.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>80.95</td>
<td>71.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Number of words, utterances and well formed sentences produced in the personal narratives at each time point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Words</th>
<th>Number of Utterances</th>
<th>Number of Well-Formed Sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keats</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austen</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Materials 1: Fidelity Checklist

0: Not present (target was not achieved); 1: Partially present (the target was partially achieved); 2: Fully present (the target was fully achieved); N/A: Not Applicable (the target was not relevant or could not be observed)

1. Script Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.1 The therapist speaks the first focused on phrase of the script for the participant to repeat. | 0 1 2 N/A | 0 if the therapist does not speak the first phrase or gives no opportunity for repetition.  
1 if the therapist does not provide the full phrase, or doesn’t provide the phrase consistently, or gives insufficient time for repetition.  
2 if the therapist consistently speaks the first phrase and gives full opportunity for repetition. | |
| 1.2 The therapist and participant read aloud the phrase together (choral reading). | 0 1 2 N/A | 0 if the therapist does not read aloud the phrase.  
1 e.g. if the therapist reads half the phrase, reads too quickly for the participant to follow, or doesn’t read the phrase consistently.  
2 if the therapist consistently reads aloud along with the participant and gives him enough time | |
| 1.3 The participant reads the phrase aloud without the therapist. | 0 1 2 N/A | 0 if the therapist does not give any opportunity for the participant to read the phrase.  
1 e.g. if the therapist doesn’t give the appropriate time for the participant to read the phrase or is inconsistent | |
| 1.4 | Across all steps the written phrase is provided using the instant messaging or note card facility in EVA Park. | 0 1 2 N/A | 2 if the therapist consistently gives enough time for the participant to read the phrase. 0 if there is no written phrase provided. 1 if an incomplete phrase is provided, or if phrases are provided inconsistently. 2 if the written message is consistently provided. |
| 1.5 | When the participant achieves at least 10 independent productions of the phrase the next phrase is introduced. | 0 1 2 N/A | 0 if the therapist fails to move on after 10 correct productions, moves on after very few (<7), or moves on despite the participant producing wrong productions. 1 if the therapist moves on after many >7 correct productions but where the full 10 have not been achieved, or if the therapist moves on after 10 productions in which there are some minor errors (such as a functional word, or a substitution that leaves the meaning of the phrase intact), or if the therapist is inconsistent. 2 if the therapist consistently moves on after 10 correct productions. N/A might be recorded if the opportunity to move on has not arisen e.g. because the participant is still making many errors on a phrase. |

### 2. Cuing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cuing Target</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 The therapist says the word and asks the participant to repeat it.</td>
<td>0 if the therapist does not provide any cues despite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The therapist provides a first phoneme cue. The therapist segments the word into syllables for repetition. The therapist uses a different way of cuing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 if the therapist does not rehearse previous scripts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2</td>
<td>1 if the therapist rehearses half of the previous scripts/incomplete rehearsal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 if the therapist fully rehearses previous scripts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A if there is not any previous script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 if the therapist does not give time to the participant to read the complete script or phrases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2</td>
<td>1 if the therapist allows the participant to read only some words and not the complete script.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 if the therapist gives enough time to the participant to read the complete script or phrases.

4. Generalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1 The therapist varies the responses given to phrases (in scripts that involve a dialogue).</td>
<td>0 1 2  N/A</td>
<td>0 if the therapist did not vary the responses.</td>
<td>1 if the therapist varies responses very minimally or only to one phrase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 if the therapist varies the responses to at least 50% of phrases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 The script is practiced with a different conversation partner (e.g. a student volunteer or family member). They encourage practicing the script with different partners.</td>
<td>0 1 2  N/A</td>
<td>0 if the script is not practiced with different conversation partner and no opportunity for practice with a different partner is given (e.g. outside the session or in a different session).</td>
<td>1 if the script is partially practiced with a different conversation partner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 if the script is practiced with a different conversation partner or additional practice with a different partner is discussed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A e.g. if it cannot be judged whether there are opportunities to practice with another partner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 The script is practiced in different EVA Park settings.</td>
<td>0 1 2  N/A</td>
<td>0 if the script is not practiced in any other different setting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Open conversation in different EVA Park settings.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 if the participant is not exposed to open conversation by the therapist.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 if the participant is exposed to very limited or brief open conversation by the therapist and different settings are not used.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 if the participant is given at least 5 minutes of practice with open conversation in different EVA Park settings.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A if the participant did not complete the previous steps for the script training.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Supplementary Materials 2: EVA Park Scripts Therapy TI-DieR Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brief Name</th>
<th>Scripts therapy in EVA Park</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Why</td>
<td>Background: We all fall back on familiar ways of describing things. For example, when we describe our job, or explain a diagnosis we often find a set of sentences that work and use them again and again different circumstances. Script therapy, where a pre-determined script is learnt by rote, provides these islands of fluent speech for people with aphasia, whose speech is no longer automatic. Examples of scripts learnt by people with aphasia include explaining your aphasia, ordering in a restaurant, or phrases to open a conversation. ‘Instance theory of automization’ (Logan, 1988) is the theory that underlies this idea. The theory explains how we carry out routine tasks on ‘auto pilot’, tasks such as changing gears whilst driving. We also use automaticity for cognitive tasks, such as reading. These automatic functions are held in our episodic memory and built up over repeated instances of the whole task. With enough practice the task is retrieval solely from memory, no longer requires reasoning or problem solving and the task becomes fast and effortless (Logan, 1997).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4 | What procedures | 1. **Script development**  
   a) Have a conversation about interests: Encourage the client to tell a narrative (story) that is personally meaningful and that could be told in more than one situation, for example, as part of getting to know someone, or to reach out and connect with others. The story could be about things they have done, places they have been to, and/or things that have happened in their lives. To encourage the client to make his/her own choice, it is best to leave the instructions as open as possible. Many clients will not find it hard to select a story, but some may need prompting. For these, the therapist could suggest they think about:  
   - things that have happened to them  
   - things that they have done  
   - events or places that they have been that were memorable for some reason  
   - things that have happened to other people, maybe to a family member or a friend  
   - information about themselves that they would share with someone else, e.g., hobbies, interests, career/jobs, places lived, travels, family, friends, places they like to visit and why.  
   b) Support the client to think of situations where they would like to be more communicative.  
   c) Develop 3-4 sentences around the narrative (depending on severity of aphasia). These may be monologue scripts or dialogues with the therapist as the conversation partner. |
2. **Script training**

Structure the treatment sessions to allow at least three x 10-minute episodes of concentrated script training practice, interspersed with approximately four brief periods of relaxed, open conversation. Work on one phrase at a time. Use a cueing hierarchy: phrase repetition, reading together, client’s independent production. Go over ‘problem’ word(s). Break it down to achieve correct production, then repeat it 5 times, then say the word in the phrase. Once the client achieves 10/20 independent productions of a phrase then add the next phrase.

3. **Generalisation**

Client practises script in different EVA Park settings. To increase or decrease demand, the client could practise carrying out the script with/without background noise. Where the script is a dialogue, the therapist purposefully varies the responses. In the 4th session, the client practises the script with new conversation partners, e.g., a volunteer.

4. **Home practice**

The client should carry out home practice for 15 minutes a day. They may use an in-world character to talk to, e.g., Ruby Robot, sitting on the bench by the little pier by the sailing boat. Practice using the scripts in the real world.

| 5 | Who provided | Speech and Language Therapists, both specialists in aphasia. For one participant, 1 practice session per week was delivered by a speech and language therapy student in the first year of a MSc course. |
| 6 | How provided | Treatment was provided via an internet based virtual world, EVA Park. EVA Park is built in the software OpenSim and viewed through the 3D browser ‘Firestorm’. Participants need a laptop or computer (not tablet) to access the virtual world and an internet connection. Sessions were 1:1 and synchronous. |
| 7 | Where | Participants and therapist worked from a laptop or computer in their own home or from the University. |
| 8 | When and how much | 20 hours of treatment delivered as 1x 1hr session a day, 4 days a week for 5 weeks. |
| 9 | Tailoring | Scripts were unique to each client. They were based on the needs identified in a development session. They were developed together with the treating therapist in a face to face session before treatment started. |
| 10 | Modifications | None |
| 11 | How well: planned | Fidelity checklist was developed based on the therapy protocol and 27% of sessions were filmed. Two speech and language therapy students checked the videoed sessions against the checklist marking components as present, partially present, absent or not applicable. |
| 12 | How well: actual | Over 80% of core components of the intervention were present in the sessions. Percentage agreement between the two raters was 81.8% with a Kappa value of .63 (p<001). |
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Supplementary Materials 3: Sample Scripts

Keats

*Talk about how you’re feeling*

There was a year where I was lonely.
My wife left me.
Vic got a flat and Peter went to live with my ex-wife.
I got the dog!
I’ve been with Janice for 6 months and she is a lovely person.
My friend Charlie made me go on the dating site match.com

Austen

*Can you tell me what you would say to your grandsons when you Facetime them?*

Hello Louis and Harry!
Did you go to school today?
Louis, do you want to come round soon?
I love you!

(names have been changed to protect confidentiality)